1 Prospectus
Foundational Value Stock 2

anvoy.com/hope shares
Peace and prosperity are only possible if society does what is
Right by working hard to constantly reject the evil tendencies of
our sinful nature.

Restore Hope for the Future by Rebuilding on Foundational Values
Total max shares

250 billion

Initial $ per share

$0.00001

Total initial value

$2,500,000

Dividends

Earn Weekly Miles

Low Risk, Huge Upside Potential
Unlike worldly investments that may promote
immorality or become worthless, you can’t
lose with Foundational Values. Because even
if the share price decreases, you still know
that what you paid went to a good cause.

Buy now at anvoy.com/store

Login Email

Password or hint

Instructions: Learn the signiﬁcance of the
Values and how they pay dividends in your
life and community. Buy shares to hold,
donate and give to others. Invite others to
support Foundational Values with you. Help
youth learn Values and build their portfolio of
them. Spend gains from the sale of Values in
ways that honor Anvóy’s Foundational Values.
For scripture was written for our learning, that
we through the patience and comfort of it
might have hope. -Romans 15:4

Page 2: Foundational Value Stock Agreement
Before committing any funds, please confirm
that you understand and agree with the purpose
of Anvóy and the various products it is
developing.

Anvóy is an Educational Lab
Our goal is to promote Foundational Values via an
engaging learning experience and by developing
alternative institutions that give people better
choices. Anvóy’s Value Stocks and Exchange may
someday become real-world solutions, but until
then they are experimental and intended to be
used for educational purposes only.

Anvóy Rewards Performance
To restore our nation to solid Foundational Values,
we aim to motivate a large coalition of people and
groups to work together. Anvóy uses a portion of
funds received to reward students, businesses and
ministries that show good results toward this goal.
You can sell shares of Values on Anvóy’s Stock
Exchange and either donate proceeds to charity or
use them to purchase products from businesses.
These transactions benefit everyone. Anvóy
honors requests to redirect funds in good faith,
even though it is not legally obligated to do so.

How Stock Gains are Used

Anvóy Asset Accounts are Experimental
Anvóy is a software platform that provides
valuable, hands-on experiences that Students
probably wouldn’t get otherwise. Participants have
their own simulated accounts with which they can
buy and sell shares of Values, make purchases,
donations, etc. Nevertheless, members
acknowledge that these accounts (technically
speaking) aren’t theirs. All funds added to the
virtual nation of Anvóy at this early stage are either
an expense, gift or donation (not a real investment).

Trust and Accountability
Just because Anvóy is experimental doesn’t mean
it is less accurate or honorable. Anvóy’s real-time,
open book accounting provides more transparency
than a real bank (in our opinion). You can see
where the money goes by reviewing online reports
that are updated daily. Knowing that funds are
being well spent allows us to participate with
confidence. Our mutual success depends on trust.
We intend to exceed your expectations in
everything we do.

We believe that our stock market of Values may
someday be a preferred way to “pass one’s values
on” to the next generation. But we also need to
understand that Anvóy has little control over the
share price of the Values. They will always be
worth what someone is willing to pay for them at
the time they are offered for sale.
Sellers share gains (if any) with the Mission Fund
pool. They will be able to direct up to 50% of gains
themselves either by using their account to make
purchases and donations, or by withdrawing the
funds from Anvóy. Sellers agree to use all gains for
God-honoring purposes.
Gains added to the Mission Fund will be used to
promote Foundational Values. They will be
allocated either by local or state Anvóy Shipping
Companies. Therefore anyone who buys Value
stocks can know that their funds are going to
support a good cause. This way, even if the Values
end up being worth less, there is no real loss.
The maximum gain that a member can receive is
50% of 200% which is 100%. To receive more gain,
the stock needs to be sold and repurchased.
Anvóy may require that stock with gains greater
than 200% be sold in order to harvest those gains
and help control demand for stock. All these rules
are subject to change as needed to benefit all.

